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Motivation

This test was conducted to understand how Woodcast Military Shooting target products wear shooting and 
fixing. Target is fixed with Woodcast “Fix it” 2mm Solid Product.
Woodcast is a novel material innovation that is used in Medical and Sport applications. The Product is made 
of Wood fibers and a biopolymer that are combined and formed to a splint. Heating the Splint to an 
approximation of 65 centigrade degrees the splint becomes moldable. When the material cools down to it will 
become solid. The material when heated up can be attached to itself and will be as strong as it would be one 
piece. 
Woodcast Shooting target is a 3D shooting target made of Woodcast 2mm Solid product by hand on a mold. 
Woodcast Fix it kit includes a splint of the same 2mm solid splint as the target is made of.



Test Setting

First target of the test was to understand how many times same spot that have been shot can be fixed by 
applying Woodcast Fix it kit.
Shooting target was located 10 meters from shooting place. Twenty shots (Series) was shot at the target with 
the goal to aim at same target. After the series the Target was fixed with one Woodcast FixIt kit (2mm Solid).
Second Part of the test was to understand how the target can be fixed fixing it from back side. This was 
tested shooting 4 series of twenty shots targeting at the same spot.

Place: Santahamina Shooting Range
Condition: Day time/ Clear
Gun: CZ P-07 9x19
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Conclusion

From the pictures and the evaluation of the target it can be seen that the Shooting target was easily fixable 
and looked Clean/ Clear after each fix. The target got thicker between each fix round and that wich lead to the 
overall strength of the target. The shooting holes became smaller after each round due to the material 
thickness. 
The second test of the study shows that fixing the target from backside and pushing the material towards the 
shooting holes it became smooth and clean with less material. Fixing the target from backside lead to a more 
even surface.

“Material becomes better after fixing”
“Should be fixed only by Holes or backside for a more even surface”
“Paint can be used to Customize target”


